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AIM:

The aim of this study is to investigate the influence of material

properties used to fabricate retainers on physiologic tooth

movement

INTRODUCTION:

One of the most challenging areas in orthodontics is

Retention. In the literature, a wide variety of retainers are

used, with fixed retainers being the most common one. So

far, the use of these appliances has shown to have

undesirable adverse effects and high failure rate.

Retainer wires should be flexible enough to allow some

degree of physiologic movement of retained teeth. This

helps to maintain periodontal health and reduces the

concentration of stress within the composite

Advances in material science and CAD/CAM technology

have resulted in an array of newer arch wire designs and

materials, opening new vistas in orthodontic treatment.

However, there is little published in the literature regarding

the flexural loading and unloading of bonded retainer wires.

MATERIALS AND METHOD:

A finite element model of six lower anterior teeth with

simulated roots was created from an intraoral scan. A 0.012"

x 0.012" (0.3 mm x 0.3 mm) flat square retainer was

designed. The apices of all teeth were constrained in the

buccal-lingual and mesial-distal directions. The apices of

the central incisors were additionally constrained in the

vertical axis. A single force of 100N was applied vertically on

tooth 43 to simulate an occlusal force. Different moduli of

elasticity were assigned to the retainer to represent four

different materials: martensitic Niti (m-NiTi @ 28 GPa),

austenitic Niti (a-NiTi @ 83 GPa), beta-Titanium (β-Ti @ 115

GPa) and Stainless Steel (SS @ 220 GPa). The displacements

of the teeth were calculated and examined.

CONCLUSIONS

The higher the modulus of elasticity, the less physiological

root movement is seen on the loaded side.

However, the upward movement of the canine on the

contralateral side of the retainer was almost independent

of the stiffness of the retainer.

RESULTS

For m-NiTi, the vertical displacement of 43 was more

than double compared to SS (1.33 and 0.61 mm,

respectively). In case of β-Ti, the vertical displacement

was 0.73 mm. The upward displacement of 33, due to

the seesaw effect of the retainer, ranged from 0.18 mm

for SS to 0.21 mm for m-NiTi.
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FE model showing displacement

after applying 100N on 43
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3D trigonal modelling mesh of digital cast
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CAD/CAM retainer using Orthoanlyzer software


